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THE ARC COMPLEX AND CONTACT GEOMETRY:
NON-DESTABILIZABLE PLANAR OPEN BOOK DECOMPOSITIONS
OF THE TIGHT CONTACT 3-SPHERE
JOHN ETNYRE AND YOULIN LI
ABSTRACT. In this note we introduce the (homologically essential) arc complex of a surface as a tool for
studying properties of open book decompositions and contact structures. After characterizing destabi-
lizability in terms of the essential translation distance of the monodromy of an open book we given an
application of this result to show that there are planer open books of the standard contact structure on
S3 with 5 (or any number larger than 5) boundary components that do not destabilize. We also show
that any planar open book with 4 or fewer boundary components does destabilize.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Giroux correspondence between open book decompositions and contact structures on 3–
manifolds has been a key tool in contact geometry and low dimensional topology for quite some
time. In studying relations between open book decompositions and contact structures one fre-
quently wants to know if the open book decomposition is in some sense “minimal” or at least
“non-destabilizable”. The main theme explored in this note is destabilizability of open book de-
compositions.
The bindings of open book decompositions of S3 are in fact fibered links. The construction and
study of fibered links in S3 has a long history, see for example [8, 9, 13, 16]. Hedden [11] proved
(Baader and Ishikawa [1] later independently re-proved and Baker, Etnyre and Van Horn-Morris
generalized [2]) that a fibered link in S3 supports the unique tight contact structure on S3 if and only
if it is quasipositive. Also in [1], Baader and Ishikawa raised the following question: Does there
exist a quasipositive fiber surface, other than a disk, fromwhich we cannot de-plumb a Hopf band?
In the terminology of this paper, that is: Does there exist an open book decomposition that supports
the standard tight contact structure on S3, other than the (D2, Id), that does not destabilize?
In [2], Baker, Etnyre, and Van Horn-Morris and in [18], Wand found examples of open book
decompositions that support the standard tight contact structure on S3, have page genus 2, and
cannot be destabilized down to the trivial open book (D2, Id). Thus there are non-destabilizable
examples of genus 2, or 1. (We note the results in this paper imply that if their examples destabilized
to a planar open book then they would destabilize to the trivial open book, thus their examples
prove the existence of a genus 2 or 1 non-destabilizable open book.)
In this paper, we completely answer this question in the planar case. We first note the existence
of non-destabilizable examples with 5 or more boundary components.
Theorem 1.1. For each integer n ≥ 5, there is a planar open book decomposition (Σn, φn) which supports
the tight contact structure on S3, has n binding components, and cannot be destabilized.
However, if the binding number is small enough, then the planar open books can be destabilized.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose (Σ, φ) is a planar open book decomposition which supports the standard tight con-
tact structure on S3 other than the (D2, Id), and has at most 4 binding components, then (Σ, φ) can be
destabilized.
We leave the following question open.
Question 1.3. Are there open book decompositions supporting the standard tight contact structure on S3
with page genus 1 that cannot be desabilzied? What about higher genus?
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One of the main tools we use in proving the above theorems is the homologically essential arc
complex and essential translation distance. The arc complex was introduced by Harer in [9] to
study the mapping class group but was first used to study open books in Saito and Yamamoto’s
[15]. Here we introduce the homologically essential arc complex and show its efficacy in studying
stabilization of open books. We hope these new tools will find more applications in contact geom-
etry. One can define the arc complex of a surface with boundary whose vertices are, more or less,
isotopy classes of properly embedded arcs and two vertices have an edge if they are represented by
disjoint arcs, see Subsection 2.2 for precise definitions. There is also the homologically essential arc
complex defined in the same way, but only using homologically essential arcs. A diffeomorphism
φ of the surface acts on both these complexes and we define the translation distance dist(φ) and the
essential translation distance diste(φ) to be the minimal distance φmoves vertices in the respective
complexes. We make the following observations.
Lemma 1.4. Let (Σ, φ) be an open book decomposition. Then diste(φ) = 0 implies that M(Σ,φ) has an
S2 × S1 summand.
We note the examples from [18] imply that the other implication is not true.
Theorem 1.5. An open book decomposition for a tight contact structure on any manifold without an S2×S1
summand destabilizes if and only if its essential translation distance is 1.
Generalizing previous conjectures, now known to be false, we can ask the following question.
Question 1.6. Is there some integer n larger than 0 such that if an open book decomposition is right veering
and its monodromy has essential translation distance greater than n, then the supported contact structure is
tight? The Heegaard-Floer contact invariant is non-zero?
We end with one last question.
Question 1.7. Is there a relation between fractional Dehn twist coefficients of a monodromy map and its
(essential) translation distance?
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2. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARY NOTIONS
In this section we begin by recalling the definition of an open book decomposition, its associated
contact structure and other relevant notions. In the following subsection we define the arc complex
and the homologically essential arc complex, define a notion of distance in these complexes and in
the last subsection give a simple way one can try to bound the distance.
2.1. Open book decompositions and contact structures. Recall that given a surfaceΣwith bound-
ary and a diffeomorphism φ : Σ→ Σ that fixes the boundary, we can construct a 3–manifoldM(Σ,φ)
by collapsing each circle x× [0, 1]/ ∼ in the boundary of the mapping torus
Tφ : Σ× [0, 1]/(x, 1) ∼ (φ(x), 0)
to a point. We call the image of Σ× {t} a page of the open book and the boundary of this surface is
called the binding of the open book. The diffeomorphism φ is called themonodromy of the open book.
If M is a 3–manifold diffeomorphic to M(Σ,φ) then we say that (Σ, φ) is an open book decomposition
forM . See [5] for more details.
A positive stabilization of an open book decomposition (Σ, φ) of a manifold M is the open book
decomposition (Σ′, φ′) obtained as follows: letΣ′ beΣwith a 1–handle attached and let α be a curve
in Σ′ that (transversely) intersects the co-core of the new 1–handle exactly once. Set φ′ = φ ◦ τα,
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where τα is the right handed Dehn twist along α. The negative stabilization of (Σ, φ) is defined in
the same way except one set φ′ = φ ◦ τ−1α . One may easily check that M(Σ′,φ′) is diffeomorphic to
M(Σ,φ) for both the positive and negative stabilization.
It is well known [7, 17] that to an open book decomposition ofM there is a naturally associated
contact structure ξ(Σ,φ) and we say that the open book (Σ, φ) supports this contact structure. More-
over positive stabilization does not change the contact structure where as negative stabilization
does.
In [12] the notion of an open book decomposition being right veering was defined as a way of
trying to better understandwhether or not the associated contact structurewas tight or overtwisted.
We recall the definition here. Let γ and γ′ be two arcs properly embedded in an oriented surface Σ
such that they have a common endpoint x. Isotope the curves (rel boundary) so that they intersect
minimally. We say that γ is to the right of γ′ at x if the tangent vector to γ at x followed by the
tangent vector of γ′ at x forms an oriented basis for TxΣ, we also say that γ
′ is to the left of γ at
x. A diffeomorphism φ of Σ that fixes the boundary is called right veering if for every arc γ that
is properly embedded in Σ, the image of γ is either isotopic to γ or is to the right of γ at each
endpoint. The fundamental observation of Honda, Kazez and Matic´ in [12] was that if ξ is a tight
contact structure then all of the open books that support it will be right veering.
2.2. The arc complex. Given a surface Σ with non-empty boundary. Choose a distinguished point
on each boundary component. We will consider properly embedded arcs with endpoints on a
subset of these distinguished points. We call a properly embedded arc essential if it is not isotopic
into the boundary of Σ.
Important convention: When discussing embedded arcs we only require that they are imbedded on
their interior. That is both the endpoints can be mapped to the same place.
We define the arc complex of Σ, denotedA(Σ), to be the complex with vertices the isotopy classes
of properly embedded essential arcs with endpoints at the chosen distinguished points on the
boundary. There will be an edge between two distinct vertices if the interiors of the arcs are dis-
joint after they have been isotoped to intersect minimally. Finally k distinct vertices will bound a
k-simplex if they can be isotoped to have disjoint interior.
We note that this definition is essentially equivalent to Harer’s definition in [10], though he al-
lows for marked points on the interior, and is similar to Saito and Yamamoto’s definition in [15].
We did not check if our definition is equivalent to Saito and Yamamoto’s, but suspect that this is
the case. We note that even though Saito and Yamamoto were also studying open book decompo-
sitions we think our definition that requires arcs to have fixed endpoints is more convenient with
discussing various notions such as right veering that have become important in contact geometry.
There is a natural subcomplex Ae(Σ) of A(Σ) who vertices consist of homologically essential
arcs and the higher cells are defined as above. We call this the homologically essential arc complex.
We define a distance function on the 0-skeleton of A(Σ)
d : A0(Σ)×A0(Σ)→ R
by declaring each edge in A to have unit length. In particular d([γ], [γ′]) is k if k is the smallest
integer for which there is a sequence of distinct vertices γ0, . . . , γk such that γ = γ0, γ
′ = γk and γi
is connected to γi+1 by an edge for each i = 0, . . . , k − 1. It is useful to point out that while Saito
and Yamamoto’s definition of the arc complex is different from ours, it is clear that the vertices are
in one-to-one correspondence and under this correspondence the distance function we just defined
is the same as theirs. Thus the notion of translation distance below is also the same as theirs.
Similarly we define a distance function on the 0-skeleton of Ae(Σ)
de : A
0
e(Σ)×A
0
e(Σ)→ R
as above.
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2.3. A simple bound on distance. Computing distance can be very difficult, so in this subsection
we indicate how to get bounds on certain distances. Given a surface Σ with more than one bound-
ary component we say Σ′ is obtained from it by capping off a boundary component if Σ′ is obtained
from Σ by gluing a disk to one of its boundary components.
Lemma 2.1. LetΣ be a surface with more than one boundary component. IfΣ′ is obtained fromΣ by capping
off a boundary component and the distance between γ and γ′ in A(Σ′) is greater than 1 then the distance in
A(Σ) is also greater than 1. The same statement holds in the homologically essential arc complex.
Proof. Given arcs γ and γ′ in Σ (without endpoints on the capped off boundary component) that
have distance 1 or 0 as arcs in Σ we see that distance 0 implies they are isotopic and hence they
would be isotopic in Σ′ too (and hence distance 0 there). Distance 1 implies they are not isotopic
but have disjoint interiors which clearly implies they have distance 0 or 1 inΣ′. Thus if the distance
in Σ′ is greater than 1, then it must also be great than 1 in Σ. 
3. TRANSLATION DISTANCE AND DESTABILIZATION
In this section we will define the translation distance and essential translation distance of a sur-
face diffeomorphism and show how the later relates to destabilization of open book decomposi-
tions.
3.1. Translation distance. Given a diffeomorphism φ of a surface with boundary Σ (that fixes the
boundary) we define the translation distance to be the minimal distance that φ moves a vertex in
A(Σ):
dist(φ) = min{d(α, φ(α)) : α ∈ A0(Σ)}.
This notion was originally defined in [15] using a slightly different notion for the arc complex, but
as commented in Subsection 2.2 the notion of distance, and hence translation distance, is the same.
We similarly define the essential translation distance:
diste(φ) = min{de(α, φ(α)) : α ∈ A
0
e(Σ)}.
We will see below that the essential translation distance has a closer connection to contact geo-
metric properties and for that reason we restrict attention to it. We gave the definition of translation
distance largely to tie this work with that of Saito and Yamamoto and to contrast it with essential
translation distance. For now we observe in the next two lemmas one simple difference between
the two different notions of translation distance, the first lemma is just Lemma 1.4 from the intro-
duction.
Lemma 3.1. Let (Σ, φ) be an open book decomposition. Then diste(φ) = 0 implies that M(Σ,φ) has an
S2 × S1 summand.
Proof. Suppose that diste(φ) = 0. In this case there is an essential arc γ inΣ such that de(γ, φ(γ)) = 0.
That is φ can be assumed to fix γ. Since γ is essential there is an embedded closed curve γ′ in Σ
that intersects γ exactly once and the intersection is transverse. Notice that γ × [0, 1] inM(Σ,φ) is a
2–sphere S (see Subsection 2.1 to recall the definition of M(Σ,φ)). We can think of γ
′ as sitting on
one of the pages of the open book and this gives a simple closed curve in M(Σ,φ) that intersects S
exactly once. LetN be a neighborhood of S ∪ γ′ inM(Σ,φ) and N
′ be the closure of its complement.
One can glue a closed 3–ball to N and N ′ to obtain closed 3–manifoldsM and M ′. It is now easy
to see thatM(Σ,φ) = M#M
′ and thatM = S2 × S1. 
Lemma 3.2. Let (Σ, φ) be an open book decomposition. Then dist(φ) = 0 implies that either
(1) M(Σ,φ) has an S
2 × S1,
(2) M(Σ,φ) can be written as a non-trivial connected sum of two manifolds, or
(3) Σ can be written as the boundary sum of two surface Σ1♮Σ2, φ can be isotoped to preserve Σ1 and
Σ2 and (Σi, φi) is an open book for S
3 for i = 1 or 2, where φi = φ|Σi .
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The proof of this lemma is very similar to the proof of the previous lemma and is left to the
reader. So we see from these two lemmas that the essential translation distance can tell us about
the manifoldM(Σ,φ) whereas the translation distance can only tell us about the open book decom-
position.
3.2. Destabilizing open book decompositions. The connection between the essential translation
distance of diffeomorphism and destabilization of an open book decomposition is given in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let (Σ, φ) be an open book decomposition that is right veering. If the 3–manifold M(Σ,φ)
associated to the open book does not have an S2 × S1 summand, then (Σ, φ) (positively) destabilizes if and
only if diste(φ) = 1.
We note that the obvious analogous theorem for left veering monodromies and negative desta-
bilization also holds. The proof is left to the reader. Before proving this theorem we note that
Theorem 1.5 from the introduction is an obvious corollary.
Proof. We first assume that (Σ, φ) destabilizes. Thus there is an open book (Σ′, φ′) of which (Σ, φ)
is a stabilization. More specifically Σ is Σ′ with a 1–handle attached and φ = φ′ ◦ τα for some α that
intersects the co-core of the attached 1–handle once. Let γ denote this co-core.
Now in the definition of the arc complex choose the marked points on the boundary to contain
∂γ if ∂γ is contained in two separate boundary components and to be one of the endpoints of γ
otherwise. In the latter case isotope one of the endpoints of γ so that it is also at a marked point.
One may easily check that de(γ, φ(γ)) = 1. Thus diste(φ) ≤ 1. If diste(φ) = 0 then M(Σ,φ) would
have an S2 × S1 summand by Lemma 3.1 and this is ruled out by the hypothesis of the theorem.
Thus diste(φ) = 1.
Now suppose that diste(φ) = 1. Then there is an arc γ such that de(γ, φ(γ)) = 1. That is γ and
φ(γ) have disjoint interiors. If γ has both its endpoints at the same point then we can clearly isotope
γ (moving one of its endpoints) so that γ is properly embedded and has distinct endpoints (recall
our important convention above) and γ and φ(γ) are still disjoint. Now let α be the simple closed
curve in Σ formed from γ ∪ φ(γ) by connecting their endpoints and isotoping so that the curve is
in the interior of Σ. Notice that due to the right veeringness of φ it is clear that we can choose α so
that it intersects both γ and φ(γ) each exactly once. One may easily verify that τ−1α ◦φ fixes γ. Thus
we may form a surface Σ′ by cutting along γ and τ−1α ◦ φ will induce a diffeomorphism φ
′ of Σ′. It
is also clear that (Σ, φ) is a stabilization of (Σ′, φ′). 
Remark 3.4. We note that the proof actually shows that, under the hypothesis of the theorem, an
arc is the co-core of a 1–handled used to stabilize an open book if and only if the essential distance
between it and its image under φ is 1. The co-core of a stabilizing 1–handle will be called a stabilizing
arc.
4. NON-DESTABILIZABLE PLANAR OPEN BOOK DECOMPOSITIONS OF S3
In this section we will prove Theorem 1.1. To that end let Σn be a compact planar surface with
(n + 1)-boundary components, n ≥ 4, and φn : Σn → Σn be a diffeomorphism obtained as the
composition of right handedDehn twists along the curves shown in Figure 1. Since all other curves,
except one, are disjoint, the conjugacy class of φn is independent of the order of the product. Let ci
denote the boundary components of Σn as indicated in Figure 1.
Lemma 4.1. The open book (Σn, φn) supports the standard tight contact structure on S
3.
Proof. Since φn is a composition of right handed Dehn twists it is well known that the supported
contact structure is tight, [7]. Since S3 has a unique tight contact structure, [4], we are left to see
that (Σn, φn) is an open book for S
3. One may readily verify that Figure 2 is a Kirby diagram
for M(Σn,φn). After sliding the left most 0–framed unknot over right most 0–framed unknot (first
isotope the right unknot to be concentric with the left unknot) one sees that all but one non-zero
framed curve has a zero framed meridian and so may be cancelled form the picture. Once this is
done we are left with a Hopf link whose components are framed 0 and −1, thus giving S3. 
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c0
c1
c3 c2
c4 cn
FIGURE 1. The surface Σn with boundary components c0, . . . , cn labeled.
0 0
0
0 0
−1 −1
−1
−1
−1
FIGURE 2. Surgery diagram for the manifold described by the open book decom-
position (Σn, φn).
To see that (Σn, φn) does not destabilize we compute the essential translation distance.
Theorem 4.2. With the notation above
diste(φn) = 2.
Before proving this we establish Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof immediately follows from Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 1.5. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. First note that if γ is a horizontal arc connecting boundary c0 to c2 then
de(γ, φn(γ)) = 2
since they intersect but it is easy to find an arc disjoint from both. Thus diste(φn) ≤ 2. We are
left to see it is not 1 or 0. Of course it cannot be zero by Lemma 3.1. We will see that it is not 1
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in Lemmas 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 below. More specifically the lemmas show that for any arc γ we have
de(γ, φn(γ)) > 1. Notice that we only need to check arcs connecting different boundary compo-
nents since on a planar surface a stabilizing arc cannot have both endpoints on the same boundary
component since it would separate the surface. 
Lemma 4.3. Let γ be any arc connecting c0 to c2 in Σn, then de(γ, φn(γ)) > 1. Similarly any arc γ
connecting ci to cj with 4 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n will have de(γ, φn(γ)) > 1.
Proof. Let (Σ′, φ′) be the open book obtained form (Σn, φn) by capping off all boundary components
except c0 and c2. Notice that Σ
′ is an annulus and φ′ is the square of the Dehn twist about the core
curve in Σ′. Thus it is clear that diste(φ
′) > 1 and hence by Lemma 2.1 we know de(γ, φn(γ)) > 1.
The other cases are follow similarly. 
Lemma 4.4. Let (Σ′, φ′) be obtained from (Σn, φn) by capping off c2. Then diste(φ
′) > 1. In particular,
any arc γ in Σn with endpoints on any boundary component except c2 must satisfy de(γ, φn(γ)) > 1.
Proof. We will show that the open book obtained from (Σ′, φ′) by capping off all but one of the
boundary components c4, . . . , cn satisfies diste(φ
′′) > 1. Combining this with Lemma 2.1 and 4.3
we will clearly have that diste(φ
′) > 1.
The open book decomposition (Σ′′, φ′′) is shown on the lefthand side of Figure 3. A Kirby di-
agram for the corresponding manifold is shown on the righthand side of Figure 3 and an easy
0 0
0
−1
−1
−1
−1
FIGURE 3. The open book decomposition (Σ′′, φ′′) on the lefthand side. On the
righthand side is a Kirby picture for the manifold supported by (Σ′′, φ′′).
exercise in Kirby calculus yields that this manifold is the one obtained from (−2)–surgery on the
right handed trefoil in S3. Since all the Dehn twist are positive we also see that the contact struc-
ture is Stein fillable and hence tight. We claim that the open book is not a stabilization. If it were
then it would be a stabilization of an open book decomposition (P, ψ), where P is a pair of pants
and ψ is a product of some right handed Dehn twists, since if one ever used a left handed Dehn
twist the monodromy would be left veering and the contact structure would be overtwisted [12].
Label the boundary components of P and suppose ψ = τp0 τ
q
1 τ
r
2 , where τi is the right handed Dehn
twist along a simple closed curve parallel to the ith boundary component, and p, q, r are all non-
negative integers. Then the open book decomposition (P, ψ) supports the 3-manifold obtained by
0–surgery on the unknot followed by p, q and r surgeries on three meridians to the unknot. The
first homology of this manifold has size pq + qr + rp. On the other hand, the first homology of
(−2)–surgery on the trefoil is Z2. So pq + qr + rp = 2, in particular {p, q, r} = {0, 1, 2}. Hence
(P, ψ) supports the lens space L(2, 1). It is well known, see [14], that the only surgeries on the right
handed trefoil knot yielding a Lens space are the 5 and 7 surgeries (in addition one can easily check
that the fundamental group the manifold described by (Σ′′, φ′′) is not Z2). Thus (Σ
′′, φ′′) does not
destabilize. 
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Lemma 4.5. Let (Σ′, φ′) be obtained from (Σn, φn) by capping off c0. Then diste(φ
′) > 1. In particular,
any arc γ in Σn with endpoints on any boundary component except c0 must satisfy de(γ, φn(γ)) > 1.
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 it suffices to consider the open book (Σ′′, φ′′) obtained
from (Σ′, φ′) by capping off all but one of the boundary components c4, . . . , cn satisfies diste(φ
′′) >
1. That open book decomposition is shown on the lefthand side of Figure 4 and supports a Stein
FIGURE 4. The open book decomposition (Σ′′, φ′′) on the lefthand side. On the
righthand side is the knotK .
fillable contact structure on the 3–manifold. One can produce a Kirby picture for this manifold as
we have done above and then an exercise in Kirby calculus, see Figure 5, shows this manifold is
obtained from 2–surgery on the knot K shown on the righthand side of Figure 4.
The fundamental group of this manifold can be presented as
〈a, b, c|acb−1a−1c−1acbc−1, aab−1cbabc−1, aba−1b−1cc〉.
(This may be worked out from a presentation of the fundamental group of the knot complement
or using SnapPy.) Notice that adding the relations a = 1 and b3 = 1 to the presentation gives a
presentation for the dihedral groupD3 and so the group is not Z2. Hence by the same argument as
in the proof of Lemma 4.4, (Σ′′, φ′′) is not a stabilization. 
5. DESTABILIZABLE OPEN BOOK DECOMPOSITIONS OF S3
This section is devoted to showing that all planar open books with 4 or fewer boundary compo-
nents that support the standard tight contact structure on S3 destabilize.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We begin by making some general observations about planar open book de-
compositions for the tight contact structure on S3. Suppose (Σ, φ) is such a planar open book
decomposition. Let ∂Σ = c0 ∪ c1 ∪ . . . ∪ cn, n ≥ 0. We will think of Σ as a disk with n disjoint
sub-disks removed and think of c0 as the boundary of the original disk.
Since (S3, ξstd) is Stein fillable we can use Corollary 2 in [19] to see that the monodromy φ has
a positive factorization τγ1 ◦ τγ2 ◦ . . . ◦ τγm , where γi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, is an essential simple closed
curve in Σ. From this positive factorization, we can construct a Lefschetz fibration of a Stein filling
of (S3, ξstd)whose Euler characteristic is 2− (n+1)+m, see [7]. According to [3],D
4 is the unique
Stein filling of (S3, ξstd). Since χ(D
4) = 1we have 2− (n+ 1) +m = 1, and hence,m = n.
If γi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, encloses the boundary components ci1 , . . . , cik , where i1, . . . , ik ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
then denoting the homology class of a curve c by [c] we see that
[γi] = [ci1 ] + . . .+ [cik ]
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0
0
0
−1
−1 −1
−1
−1
−2
−2
0
0
−1
2
−2
0
2
−2
0
3
1−1
FIGURE 5. The Kirby Calculus to get from a surgery presentation of the manifold
supported by (Σ′′, φ′′), shown in the upper left, to 2 surgery on the knot K . To
go from the upper left figure to the upper right figure, slide the outer most (−1)–
framed 2–handle over the parallel one, also slide the non-oval (−1)–framed 2–
handle over the this 2–handle three times (twice over arcs contained in the leftmost
0–framed 2–handle and once over an arc in the uppermost 0–framed 2–handle),
and finally cancel two 2–handles. To go from the upper right figure to the lower
left, slide the non-oval 2–handle over the (−1)–framed 2–handle and cancel two
2–handles. To get to the middle diagram on the bottom row, just isotope. The final
diagram on the lower right is then obtained by blowing up a (+1)–framed un-
knot to unlink the 0 and (−2)–framed handles, blowing down the resulting (−1)–
framed handle and one of the (+1)–framed handles. Finally blowing down the
(+1)–framed unknot in the lower right diagram yields 2–surgery on the knot K .
in H1(Σ). LetM be the n × n matrix whose i, j entry is 1 if [cj ] is part of the homology expansion
of γi and 0 otherwise. Thus we see that [γi] =
∑
j mi,j [cj ]. One may easily check that a presenta-
tion for the first homology of the 4–manifold described as a Lefschetz fibration by (Σ, φ), and the
factorization of φ, is
〈[c1], . . . , cn]|[γ1], . . . , [γn]〉.
Thus the homology will be trivial if and only if detM = ±1.
We now return to the proof of the theorem. If Σ has 2 or 3 boundary components then it is clear
that it must destabilize. So we are left to consider the case when Σ has 4 boundary components,
that is when n = 3. By the above argument, there are 3 essential simple closed curves γ1, γ2, γ3 such
that φ = τγ1 ◦ τγ2 ◦ τγ3 . Moreover there is a 3× 3matrixM with entries 0’s and 1’s representing the
homological relations between the γi and cj . In addition detM = ±1.
Notice that since Σ has only 4 boundary components, each γi is either parallel to one of the
boundary components or bounds a region containing exactly two boundary components.
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Case 1: each γi is boundary parallel. We get a destabilizing arc by taking an arc from the boundary
compoent not parallel to a γi to one of the other boundary components.
Case 2: there are exactly two γi which are boundary parallel. With out loss of generalitywe suppose
γ1 and γ2 are parallel to c1 and c2, respectively. We notice that γ3 cannot enclose c1 and c2, since if
it does detM 6= ±1. So γ3 enclose c3 and one of c1 and c2, say c1. We can now find a stabilizing arc
connecting c1 to c3.
Case 3: each γi is not boundary parallel. Then each γi encloses 2 boundary components. Either two
γi enclose the same two boundary components, or γ1, γ2, γ3 enclose 3 different pairs of boundary
components. In either cases, detM 6= ±1.
Case 4: there is exactly one γi which is boundary parallel. Without loss of generality we suppose
that γ1 is parallel to the boundary component c1. In order for detM to equal ±1 we cannot have
γ2 and γ3 enclosing the same boundary components. Up to diffeomorphism (and relabeling the
boundary components), we can assume that γ2 is a convex curve enclosing c1 and c2, see Figure 6.
We will assume that γ3 encloses c2 and c3 (the only other possibility is that it encloses c1 and c3, but
c0
c1 c2
c3
α
′
α
α0
α1
α
′
c1 c2 c0c3
FIGURE 6. The surface Σ with boundary components labeled and the curves
α, α′, γ1 and γ2 on the lefthand side. On the righthand side is the surface cut open
with a potential γ3 curve.
in this case either γ3 intersects α one time and we can destabilize the open book or it does not and
an argument exactly like the one below will show that the resulting manifold is not S3).
Let α be an arc in Σwhich connects c0 and c3 and is disjoint from γ2, see Figure 6. If γ3 intersects
α once then it is a stabilizing arc. We are left to consider the case when γ3 intersects α more than
once (we note that since γ3 is homologous to [c1] + [c3] the algebraic intersection with α is 1). We
claim in this case that (Σ, φ) is not an open book for S3. To see this notice that if φ′ is φ without the
Dehn twist about γ3 then (Σ, φ
′) is an open book decomposition for S2 × S1 and γ3, sitting on one
of the pages of the open book, is a knot in S2×S1, see Figure 7. Moreover, (−1)–surgery on γ3 (here
we mean that we are doing surgery with framing 1 less than the page framing) gives the manifold
described by the open book (Σ, φ). Recall that Gabai [6] proved that the Property R conjecture is
true, that is the only knot in S2 × S1 that can be surgered to yield S3 is the “trivial knot” {p} × S1.
In particular if K is a knot in S2 × S1 which can be surgered to give S3 then its complement has
fundamental group Z. We will complete the proof of our claim by showing that the complement of
γ3 thought of as a knot in S
2 × S1 as above does not have fundamental group Z.
Consider the arc α′ that connects c1 to c2. Isotope γ3 on Σ to intersect α and α
′ minimally. To
understand how γ3 sits in S
2 × S1 we proceed as follows. Let Σ′ be Σ cut open along α. In the
boundary of Σ′ there are two copies of α which we call α0 and α1. Notice that γ3 will be cut into
a collection of arcs in Σ′. Each such arc is of one of three kinds. Its endpoints are either both on
α0, both on α1 or and one end point on each. We call these Type I, II, and III arcs, respectively.
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Notice there must be an odd number of Type III arcs due to γ3’s homological intersection with α.
Also notice that each Type I and II arc must intersect α′ exactly once. (This is clear since if one
were disjoint then that arc would “shield” c1 and c2 from all arcs of a different type and that will
contradict the minimality of the intersection of γ3 with α. Moreover if an arc intersected more than
once then it will contradict the minimality of the intersection of γ3 with α
′.) We also notice that a
Type III arc must also intersect α′ exactly once since if it were disjoint then some of the Type I or II
arcs would not intersect α′ contradicting the above observation and if it intersected more than once
we would again violate the minimality of the intersection of γ3 and α
′.
Let Sα be the non-separating 2-sphere in S
2×S1 defined by α (see the proof of Lemma 3.1 for the
construction of Sα). LetX denote the complement of γ3 in S
2×S1 and Fα = Sα ∩X . We claim that
Fα is an incompressible surface in X . Since Fα is planar and has at least 3 boundary components
the fundamental group of Fα is a free group on at least 2 generators. The incompressibility implies
that π1(X) contains this free group and hence is not Z. Thus our claim is complete once we see that
Fα is incompressible.
Cutting S2×S1 open along Sα yields S
2× [0, 1] and is depicted on the righthand side of Figure 7
along with some representative Type I, II and III arcs. While the arcs do not have to look exactly
as in the figure the salient feature is that, due to the discussion above, they will all go through the
leftmost box in the figure indicating the (−1)–twisting.
−1
−1
γ3γ3
−1 −1
00
0
0
−1
−1
γ3
FIGURE 7. The 3–manifold S2 × S1 described by the open book (Σ, φ′) along with
a sample γ3 on the lefthand side. The same manifold in the center and on the right
hand side this manifold is cut open along Sα. Each box indicates that a complete
lefthanded twist has been added to the strands going through the box.
Now let D be a compressing disk for Fα in X . We can cut X along Fα to get a manifold Y ⊂
S2 × [0, 1] with two copies of Fα in its boundary, we denote them by F0 and F1. Notice that D
will be a disk in Y with boundary on either F0 or F1, with out loss of generality assume it is on
F0. There is a disk D
′ in Sα such that D ∪ D
′ bounds a ball in S2 × S1 (and in S2 × S1 cut open
along Sα). Notice that if a Type I arc has one endpoint in D
′, respectively Sα \ D
′, then the other
endpoint has to be in D′, respectively Sα \D
′, too since the arc must be disjoint form D. Similarly
all the endpoints of Type III arcs must be in Sα \D
′ since they too must be disjoint fromD. Finally
we notice that some of the endpoints of Type I arcs must be in D′ or else D is not a compressing
disk for Fα. But this is a contradiction. Indeed glue two 3–balls to S
2 × S1 \ Sα to get S
3. We can
close each Type I and II arc in these added 3–balls to get unknots and connect the endpoints of each
Type III arc by a curve disjoint from all the arcs in the righthand diagram of Figure 7. We can also
push D′ slightly into one of the 3–balls so that it is disjoint form the added arcs. Now D ∪D′ is an
embedded sphere in S3 that bounds a ball containing some of the unknots associated to the Type I
arcs and does not contain any of the unknots associated to the Type III arcs. Thus these respective
unknots must be unlinked, but it is clear form the picture that they have linking ±1. 
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